
Dinosaur Scavenger Hunt: Questions and Clue Key 
The following provides 12 dinosaur themed scavenger hunt clues for children searching inside a 
house and yard. The bolded text is the clue itself which is to be given to the children and the 
following text underneath each clue provides further clarification and instruction for parents. 
 

1. When dinosaurs get sleepy, they rest their heads, look for your first clue under the _ _ 
_.  

Clue: Bed. (Hide first clue under bed) 
 

2. Dinosaurs get hungry just like you! Look in a place where you heat up your _ _ _ _.  
Clue: Food. (Put clue inside microwave, toaster oven, etc.) 

 
3. T-rex’s have the sharpest teeth they are always shiny and clean, head to the place 

where they can wash up after they eat! 
Clue: Sink, bathroom, near toothbrush etc. (Put clue in one of these spots) 

 
4. Stomping through the mud dino’s get dirty. But the ones that soar through the sky 

don’t wipe their feet at the front _ _ _ _.  
Clue: Door. (Hide clue at front door, under door mat etc.) 

 
5. When your feet get dirty you need to clean up! Head to a spot where you and the 

dino’s can FULLY wash up! 
Clue: Put clue inside bathtub or shower. 

 
6. Mama dinosaurs need to sit and rest their legs, head to the place where you can check 

on her eggs! 
Clue: Put clue inside fridge next to egg carton 

 
7. After you make sure the eggs are safe and good, run over to a spot where a Dino can 

relax and read a book! 
Clue: Put clue on a bookshelf (if you do not have a bookshelf stack up some books 
in a living room and place a clue in between the books). 

 
8. Dino’s travelled the earths distances long and far, head over to what brings you to 

different places… Maybe it’s a _ _ _. 
Clue: Put clue in a car windshield.  

 
9. Dinosaurs with long necks ate for lots of leaves, look for your next clue under a _ _ _ _. 

Clue: Tree (Put clue underneath a tree). 
 

10. Uh oh! You’ve taken over a dino’s eating spot so run to your own! The Dino is chasing 
you and the ground is unstable head to your next clue under the kitchen _ _ _ _ _. 

Clue: Table (Put clue underneath table or tape the clue under the tabletop) 
 



11. Good job! You’re out of the dinosaur’s direction, find your next clue in a place where 
you see your own reflection. 

Clue: Mirror (Tape clue on a mirror, preferably not one in a bathroom depending 
on desired level of difficulty or limited space in the house. However, if the kids 
must go back into the same bathroom as in clue 3, wait until after they found 
clue 3 to tape this clue up). 

 
12. Congrats! You’re almost done, and we hope it was fun. Remember you can’t measure 

a dinosaur’s feet; they are way too large! But we can find your foot size by looking 
inside the _ _ _ _ _ _. 

Clue: Closet (empty out closet if necessary and have their treasure waiting for 
them inside the closet)  










